Teddington Field, Steward's Bill
October 13th 1670.

John Scott, James Allin, for one horse trespassing in our fields more than his right of Comyn, 10s.
John Scott, James Allin, for keeping sheep in our fields more than his right of Comyn.
John Scott, Thomas Manton the younger, for trespassing with one horse more than his right of Comyn.
John Scott, George Dolton, for two horses trespassing in our fields, and keeping them without right of Comyn.
John Scott, Thomas Manton, for keeping one horse more than his right of Comyn.
John Scott, Thomas Manton, for keeping sheep more than his right of Comyn.
John Scott, Robert Smith, the elder, for keeping one horse in our field more than his right of Comyn.
John Scott, Robert Smith, the younger, for keeping one horse in our field.
John Scott, James Allin, for keeping sheep with his sheeps in our field, more than his right of Comyn.
John Scott, John Allin, for the sheep that were upon the Common.
John Scott, Thomas Manton, the younger, for keeping sheep in his sheeps on the barkside path.
John Scott, William Home, for keeping a mare & foal in our field, more than right of Comyn.

Field teams: Emon Sinclaire, John Allin, James Allin, John Rawall.